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Air shower simulations with CORSIKA6.990 code using FLUKA 2011 and QGSJET II hadron
generators are performed. The simulations are carried out at high mountain observation level,
namely, Chacaltaya cosmic ray station. The lateral distribution of atmospheric Cherenkov light
produced by various primary particles, namely, proton, helium, oxygen, and iron nuclei, is
obtained over wide energy range, between 1011 eV and 1017 eV. The lateral distribution is obtained,
integrating over time and angle Cherenkov photons till 800m from the shower axis. The shapes
of the obtained distributions are compared and parameterized. Three different approximations of
lateral distribution of Cherenkov light are compared. On the basis of inverse problem solution
an event analysis, towards mass composition and energy reconstruction of the primary particle,
is carried out. The applications and scientific potential for HECRE experiment proposal are
discussed.

1. Introduction

Cosmic rays are high, ultra-high, and extremely high energy particles of extraterrestrial
origin, which constantly impinge the Earth’s atmosphere. The primary cosmic (CR)s rays
extend over twelve decades of energy with the corresponding decline in the intensity. The
flux goes down from 104 m−2 s−1 at energies ∼109 eV to 10−2 km−2 yr−1 at energies ∼1020 eV.
The shape of the spectrum is featureless, with small deviation from the power law function
across this large energy range. The observed change in the slope ∝ E−2.7 to ∝ E−3.0 around 1–
3.1015 eV is known as the “knee” of the spectrum. The major unsolved problems are related to
origin and accelerationmechanisms of primary cosmic ray [1, 2]. The study of primary cosmic
ray mass composition in the energy range around the “knee” is of a crucial importance for
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understanding the origin of cosmic rays and their acceleration and propagation mechanism.
As example, the change from light to heavier composition with increasing the energy of
cosmic ray nuclei is related to energy limit of their acceleration in galactic sources.

It is regarded that the bulk of cosmic rays originate from the galaxy. The part below the
“knee” comes from galactic supernovas, particles accelerated by the shocks in the supernova
remnants (SNR). The explanation of the “knee” of the spectrum is based on the SNR diffuse
shock acceleration mechanism limits [3, 4]. In this model the galactic supernovas are the
only galactic candidate with sufficient energy [5]. The supernova diffuse shock acceleration
mechanism can produce high energy particles up to some maximal energy, which is limited
by the lifetime of the shock wave. Other possibility is when the particles are so energetic and
they can no be confined in the acceleration region [6]. The measurements of the individual
cosmic ray spectrum and the precise estimation of mass composition are very important in
order to obtain detailed information about the sources of primary cosmic ray and build an
adequate model of cosmic ray origin and acceleration mechanisms [7].

While the low-energy CR particles are just absorbed in the atmosphere, those with
energies greater then 1GeV/nucleon generate new particles through interactions with atomic
nuclei in air-an atmospheric cascade. An extensive air shower (EAS) usually consists of
billions of secondary particles (mostly electrons and muons) that arrive at ground level
over large areas. The predominant interactions are electromagnetic; the cross-section for the
production of hadron and muon pairs are several orders of magnitude smaller than that for
electron-pair production. In the electromagnetic shower, protons produce electron-positron
pairs, and electrons and positrons produce photons via Bremsstrahlung. The relativistic
charged particles in the shower generate Cherenkov light.

Above 1014 eV the only possibility for cosmic ray detection and measurement is
ground based, that is, the detection of one or several of the components of secondary cosmic
ray. One of the most convenient techniques is the atmospheric Cherenkov technique, that is,
the detection of the Cherenkov light in extensive air showers. The atmospheric Cherenkov
technique is based on registration of the very brief flash of Cherenkov radiation generated by
the cascade of relativistic charged particles produced when a very high-energy CR particle
impinge the atmosphere. The Cherenkov light generated in EAS was observed by Galbraith
and Jelley in 1953 [8]. The Whipple telescope detected Crab Nebula [9, 10] on the basis of
imaging the air shower.

Using measurements with atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes the mass composition
of primary CR could be estimated [11, 12]. The detection of the air Cherenkov light at ground
level by an array of telescopes or photomultipliers is convenient tool for all particle energy
spectrum [13] measurement, as was recently reported [14, 15]. Such types of telescopes are
based on time and angle integration of Cherenkov light flux at given observation level.

Recently a new calibration experiment for a primary CR mass composition estimation
in the “knee” region was proposed [16, 17]. The HECRE [18] experiment proposal, situated at
high mountain altitude of 516 g cm−2 observation level is with general aim mass composition
and energy spectrum studies of primary CR around the “knee” region. A significant part of
this experiment is the Cherenkov array. Moreover, the existing air shower array at Chacaltaya
was recently completedwith Cherenkov detectors [19]. The detailed simulation of Cherenkov
array of HECRE experiment is the principal aim of this study in attempt to study the
experiment capability for event reconstruction.
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2. Lateral Distribution of Atmospheric Cherenkov Light

In this study the evolution of atmospheric cascade, respectively, the lateral distribution
of atmospheric Cherenkov light, is carried out with the CORSIKA 6.990 code [20] with
corresponding hadron interaction models FLUKA 2011 [21] and Quark Gluon String with
JETs QGSJET II [22]. COsmic Ray SImulations for KASKADE (CORSIKA) code is the most
widely used atmospheric cascade simulation tool. The code simulates the interactions and
decays of various nuclei, hadrons, muons, electrons, and photons in the atmosphere. The
particles are tracked through the atmosphere until they undergo reactions with an air nucleus
or in the case of unstable secondary particles, they decay. The result of the simulations
is detailed information about the type, energy, momenta, location, and arrival time of the
produced secondary particles at given selected altitude a.s.l. The primary particles that can
be considered are protons, light, middle and heavy nuclei up to Iron.

The observation level was assumed to 516 g cm−2, which corresponds to Chacaltaya CR
station. The US standard atmosphere was assumed during the simulations. This observation
level is near to shower maximum, especially for the hadronic cascades with energies around
the “knee”. As a result the fluctuations of shower development are not as important
compared with lower observation levels. This permits to obtain flatter distributions of
the different shower components, namely, atmospheric Cherenkov light flux during the
simulations. The simulated particles are primary proton, iron, helium, and oxygen nuclei.
One large detector 800 × 800m was considered during the simulations, in attempt to collect
the quasi-totality of Cherenkov photons in the shower. As a result a significant reduce of the
statistical fluctuations is achieved. As a results the obtained lateral distribution of Cherenkov
light flux densities in EAS is with less uncertainties, comparing to previous works [23, 24],
where a grid of detectors was used.

Figures 1 and 2 present the Cherenkov light in EAS produced by primary protons
over the energy ranges 1011–1013 eV and 1013–1017 eV. The obtained lateral distributions of
atmospheric Cherenkov light due to various cosmic ray nuclei below and in the region of
the “knee” are presented in Figures 3 and 4. The lateral distributions of Cherenkov light flux
densities in EAS initiated by primary nuclei, namely, helium and oxygen, are between the
generated by proton and iron nuclei. An analysis of fluctuations of Cherenkov light flux as
a function of the bin size is carried out. In a low energy range till 5.1012 eV the statistical
fluctuations are strongly dependent of the bin size, which is considered for analysis. In this
energy range it is necessary to increase the obtained statistical fluctuations in the case of small
detectors, for example, photomultipliers with Winston cones. In this study this is related
only for primary proton nuclei. In a high-energy range above 1013 eV the fluctuations due
to the longitudinal development of the shower dominate. Therefore the fluctuations above
this energy are not related to the bin size.

3. Parameterization of the Lateral Distribution and
Event Reconstruction

The obtained lateral distributions are approximated with various parameterizations [25–27].
Generally the reconstruction methods are based on a given assumption and parameterization
of lateral distribution of Cherenkov light in EAS. In this connection the convenient
parameterization is crucial for the event analysis and reconstruction of primary particle
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Figure 1: Lateral distribution of Cherenkov light flux in EAS produced by primary proton showers in the
energy range 1011–1013 eV at Chacaltaya observation level.
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Figure 2: Lateral distribution of Cherenkov light flux in EAS produced by primary proton showers in the
energy range 1013–1017 eV at Chacaltaya observation level.
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Figure 3: Lateral distribution of Cherenkov light flux in EAS produced by various nuclei below the “knee”
at Chacaltaya observation level.

characteristics [16, 17, 28, 29]. The results for various primary protons approximations are
plotted in Figure 5. The proposed parameterization for HECRE experiment,

Q(R) =
σeae−[R/γ+(R−r0)/γ+(R/γ)

2+((R−r0)/γ)2]

γ
[(
R/γ

)2 + (
(R − r0)/γ

)2 + Rσ2/γ
] , (3.1)

is also applied for approximation of lateral distribution of atmospheric Cherenkov light
produced by proton, helium, oxygen and iron nuclei. In (3.1)where R is the distance from the
shower axis, and σ, γ, a, and r0, are model parameters. The results are presented in Figures
6, 7, 8, and 9.

The approximation (3.1) was successfully applied for various problems, namely,
gamma hadron separation at lower observation depths [30, 31], fast Monte Carlo simulation
of the detector response of wave front sampling and angle integration Cherenkov arrays [32],
mass composition and cosmic ray energy spectrum estimation for Tunka array [33, 34].

The obtained lateral distributions, with corresponding parameterizations, are used
for study of the event analysis capability of HECRE experiment proposal. A large amount
of simulated events with CORSIKA code was used. In general the method for event
reconstruction is based on inverse problem solution [35] assuming given parameterization
and subsequent integration of the reconstructed lateral distribution. The solution of the
inverse problem is carried out with afxy-code [36, 37] using Levenberg-Marquardt numerical
algorithm [38, 39]. In Figure 10 is presented the obtained accuracy for energy estimation as
a function of the distance from the center of detector array using various approximations.
The parameterizations [26, 27] demonstrate similar results at distance till 150m from center
of the detector array. The primary particle energy is reconstructed with 10–15% accuracy. The
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Figure 4: Lateral distribution of Cherenkov light flux in EAS produced by various nuclei around the “knee”
at Chacaltaya observation level.

Table 1: Reconstruction efficiency for various primary particles for various distance from detector array.

50m 100m 150m >150m
All particles 0.812 0.774 0.73 0.7
Protons 0.81 0.773 0.72 0.69
He, O and Fe 0.83 0.85 0.81 0.73
Rejection 0.95 0.94 0.91 0.89

application of parameterization [25] leads to primary particle energy reconstruction accuracy
of 20% for distance of 50m from detector array center and 50% for distance of 100m. At
greater distance the parameterization [25] is not applicable, since the inverse problem is not
solved. The parameterizations [25, 26] demonstrate greater accuracy within detector array. In
addition they could be applied also for peripheric event reconstruction. At greater distance,
outside of the detector array, the parameterization [26] leads to better accuracy in energy
reconstruction.

An additional analysis for mass composition reconstruction is carried out. On the basis
of a realistic cosmic ray spectrum [1] simulated with CORSIKA code and inverse problem
solution, the atomic number (mass) of the reconstructed events is estimated. This analysis
is possible only with parameterization [26]. Different model parameters corresponding to
different primaries.

The result of this analysis is shown in Figure 11. Increasing the energy of the
primary particle the accuracy for mass reconstruction also increases (lower model parameter
uncertainty). The reconstruction efficiency as a function of the distance from detector array is
summarized in Table 1.

The events within detector array are reconstructed with efficiency of about 80%, with
greater probability for middle and heavy nuclei because the flatter distributions. The rejection
between different particles is nearly 100% (for reconstructed events). Only events with large
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Figure 5: Various parameterization of atmospheric Cherenkov light in EAS.
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Figure 6: The approximation of obtained lateral distribution of atmospheric Cherenkov light in EAS
produced by primary protons (scatter simulated data, line parameterization [26]).
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Figure 7: The approximation of obtained lateral distribution of atmospheric Cherenkov light in EAS
produced by primary alpha particles (scatter simulated data, line parameterization [26]).
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Figure 8: The approximation of obtained lateral distribution of atmospheric Cherenkov light in EAS
produced by primary Oxygen nuclei (scatter simulated data, line parameterization [26]).

intrinsic fluctuations are not reconstructed, as well as very inclined events or some events
outside of the detector array. As was expected the reconstruction efficiency for peripheric or
events, which are outside of the detector array diminish.
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produced by primary Iron nuclei (scatter simulated data, line parameterization [26]).
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4. Summary and Discussion

Monte Carlo simulations have become an essential tool for the design and optimization of
new or in development atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes. In this connection air shower
simulations using CORSIKA6.990 code with FLUKA 2011 and QGSJETII hadron generators
are performed. The lateral distribution of atmospheric Cherenkov light is obtained in a
wide energy range for various primary particles, namely, proton, helium, oxygen, and iron
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Figure 11: Primary mass reconstruction as a function of the energy of the primary particle.

nuclei. Three different parameterizations of atmospheric Cherenkov light lateral distribution
at Chacaltaya observation level are compared. Their application for event reconstruction for
HECRE experiment proposal is studied. It is demonstrated that parameterizations [26, 27]
are both applicable for event analysis, namely, estimation of primary particle spectrum,
since the previously proposed parameterization [25] could be used with several limitations.
It is demonstrated that the initial goals of HECRE experiment proposal can be achieved
with available methodology and technology. In addition the parameterization [26] gives the
possibility for mass composition estimation of primary CR in the region of the “knee”.

The proposedmethod and parameterization could be applied for different observation
levels for wave front sampling Cherenkov arrays [40–42] as well as for multicomponent
analysis [43] of EAS.

In addition the obtained lateral distributions demonstrate the capability of recently
proposed method for mass composition estimation of primary cosmic ray based on inverse
problem solution, which is in the frame of a new calibration experiment at high mountain
observation level.
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